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ABSTRACT. In the paper of Johnson[4], the results about con
tinuity of homomorphisms were applied to those of generalized 
homomorphisms. This paper presents the results helpful to 
prove the continuity of generalized homomorphisms on Banach 
algebra and the continuity of generalized homomorphisms on 
it.

Throughout the paper all algebras and vector spaces are over C. 
Usually 21 and ® will be Banach algebras and T be a linear mapping 

from 21 into 93. We make great use of the separating space &.

S = {呂 G ® ： there is a sequence an in 21 

with an —> 0 and T(an) -수 S}.

We put &2 for the bilateral annihilator of 6, that is

S2 = {&： & 三 93心s = O = <sb for all s G 6}

The following results are discussed in [6].
Let T be a linear operator from a Banach space 21 into a Banach 

space 23. Then (i) 6(T) is a closed linear subspace of 93, (ii) T is 

continuous iff 6(T) = 0, and (iii) if Q and R are continuous linear 

operators on 앴 and Q3 respectively, and if TQ = then Q6(T) C 

S(T). Let J? be a continuous linear mapping from ® into a Banach 

space €. Then (i) RT is continuous iff R&(T) = {0}, (ii) (」R6(T))“ = 

6(7?T), and (iii) there is a constant M (independent of T and R) such 

that if RT is continuous, then ||J?T|| < M||J?||.

Let 있 be a Banach algebra with unit and let ® be a left 2l-module. 

We shall regard the module action as implemented by a homomor

phism p from 21 to the algebra B0B) of bounded operators on 53.
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The homomorphism p is not assumed to be continuous and the module 

action is commutative, that is, p{ab)m = p(6a)m, <z, & € 21, m G 93.

Separating space 6 is a submodule of 23, and

I = I(T) = {a e 21 : p(a)6(T) = 0}

is an ideal of 있, which is called the continuity ideal for the operator 

T.

DEFINITION 1: Let 앴 and ® be Banach algebra and let T be a 

linear map of 21 into 93. Define the bilinear map T by T(a, 6) = 

T(ab) — T(a)T(b) (a, b G 21). We say that T is a generalized homo

morphism if T is continuous.

The following definition is due to Cusack [3].

DEFINITION 2: A closed ideal I of a Banach algebra 21 is called a 

separating ideal if, for every sequence {an} in 21, there exists a natural 

number N such that

(Ian ... «i)— = (lajv •••«!)— (n > N).

The following lemma is due to Johnson [4].

LEMMA 3. The space & is a closed bi-ideal in the closed subalgebra 

generated by the range ofT. The space ©丄 contains all elements 

of the from T(a&) — T(a)T(6). Also 6丄 PI ®o is a closed bi-ideal in 

23o and qT is a homomorphism, where q is the quotient map 23o — 

»o/(6 丄 n»o).

LEMMA 4. If T : 앴 一> 93 is a generalized homomorphism where 21 

and 23 are Banach algebras, then I is an ideal in 21 containing the 

kernel of p. The ideal I is closed if p is bounded from 21 to B(93). 

Furthermore

I = {a G 21 | 6 —> T(a&) is bounded}

= {a € 있 | 6 —• />(a)T(6) is bounded}.

PROOF: Note that for each a, b in 있, T(a, b)& = (T(a&) 

— T(a)T(6))6 = {0} by Lemma 3. Since p(a6)6 = T(a6)6 = 

T(a, 6)6 + T(a)T(6)6 = p(a)p(6)6, I is an ideal in 있. Since p(a)T 

is bounded if and only if p(a)6 = {0}, and since L(a, b) is always 

bounded in b for each fixed a, T(ab) is bounded in b if and only if 

p(a)T(b) is bounded and so we are done.
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LEMMA 5. Let 21 and 93 be Banach algebras. If T : 있 — ® is 

generalized homomorphism with associated continuity ideal I which 

is closed, then there exists a constant M such that for each a, b € Z

||T(ab)KM||에 ||이|.

PROOF: If a 6 I, then by Lemma 4, there exists a constant Ma 

such that

||T(ab)KMa|| 이 I， 6G2L

If in addition 6 G I, then since T(a&) = T(ba), there exists a constant 

Mb such that

||T(a&)|| 으 M|| 헤, a el.

Since I is closed, then a standard application of the uniform bound

edness principle asserts the existence of a constant M satisfying

\\T(ab)\\ < M\\a\\ ||&||, a,be I.

THEOREM 6. Let T : 21 —> 23 be a generalized homomorphism 

where 21 and 53 are Banach algebras. Assume that the continuity 

ideal I is closed. Then I2 is closed and T is bounded on I2 (and also 

on I) if

(a) I has a bounded approximate identity or

(b) I2 is finitely generated in I and has finite codimension in I.

PROOF: If I has a bounded approximate identity, then by the Co

hen Factorization Theorem, I2 = I, and furthermore if {^n} C I and 

zn — 0, then zn = abn ; a, &n G / and bn —> 0. The boundedness 

of T on I2 = I now follows by Lemma 5. If I2 = 으리己 에, ⑷ 6 I, 
and if there exists a finite dimensional subspace E of I such that 

I = I2 ® 乃, then an application of the open mapping theorem yields 

that I2 is closed. Again by the open mapping theorem, if u G I, we 
n

may choose Ui e I satisfying \\ui\\ < K||이| and u = 乞 «빠. By 
i=l

Lemma 5, 
n 

||T(u)KM7q| 이|£|| 에. 

i=l

Since I2 has finite codimension in I, T is bounded on I.

The following lemma is due to Loy [5].
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LEMMA 7. Let 21 be a separable Banach algebra such that 2l2 is 

closed in 있. Then there is a constant K and an integer m such that 

if a G 2l2 there exist 어, 아 6 21, 1 으 i 으 m, satisfying

m m
(i) a = 乞 이하 (ii) 乞 ||에 ||에 드印I째. 

i=l i=l

THEOREM 8. Let T : 21 — 23 be a generalized homomorphism, 

where 앴 is a separable Banach algebra. Then T is continuous on I2 

if I and I2 are closed.

PROOF: By Lemma 7, there exists a constant K such that for 

zEl2

n n
inf{ 乞 ||에| \\bi\\ : 乞 어비 = 흐; — e 1} < 印|히|.

i=l i=l

n n
By Lemma 5, if 之 = 乞 어허, 囚, bi e I, then ||꼬(之)|| < 乞 ||1\어瓦)|| < 

i=l i=l
n
分 M||ai|| ||&i|| if I is closed. Therefore ||T(g)|| < 히|. 
t=i

THEOREM 9. Let 21 be a Banach algebra and 93 a semisimple Ba

nach algebra. Let T be a generalized homomorphism from 앴 onto a 

dense subalgebra of ® such that spectrum a(a) = 0 for each a 6 6(T). 

Then T is continuous.

PROOF: Let a G 6(T). Since 6(T) is a bi-ideal of ®o generated by 

the range of T, then ba G 6(T) for each b in By the hypothesis 

a(ba) = 0, so the spectral radius of ba is zero. Hence ba G g — Inv(®o) 

and so a G rad(®o). Since 23 is a semisimple, a = 0. Hence S(T) = 0. 

Then the theorem holds.

REMARK: If the homomorphism from a Banach algebra 21 into a 

semisimple Banach algebra 93 is continuous, then every generalized 

homomorphism from 21 into ® is continuous.

PROOF: Consider that 93 is primitive. Suppose ® acts irreducibly 

on the Banach space 21. If s, t are nonzero elements of 6 and 6丄 
respectively, let f, 77 G 21 with 艾 구 0 and trj 羊 0. Let & E 23 with 
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btq = Q. Then sbt = 0 but s버rj / 0. Thus either ©丄 = {0} or 

& = {0}. In the first case, by Lemma 3, T is a homomorphism. 

By the assumption T is continuous. In the second case, T is clearly 

continuous. Let ® be any semisimple Banach algebra, and let P be 

a primitive ideal of 93. We define the quotient map g : 93 —> 23/P, 

then ®/P is primitive. Hence the above proof requires that qT is 

continuous. We have 0 = &(qT) = (g@(T))“, so 6(T) C P- Since 

03 is semisimple, 6(T) = 0. Therefore T is continuous.

The next result which is due to Thomas [7] is called the stability 

lemma.

LEMMA 10. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, S a linear trans

formation from X to Y with separating space 6. Let {Tn}, {7?n} 

be sequences of bounded operators in X and Y respectively. Then 

6(STi ... 7三+i) C 6(STi... Ti) for each integer N. Furthermore 

there exists an integer N such that for all n > N

&(ST1...T1) = &(ST1...Tn).
If for each n, STn — RnS is a bounded operator from X to Y, then

(J?i ... J?ns)— = (凡 ... Rn&)—, n>N.

THEOREM 11. Let 21 be a Banach algebra and let 23 be a Banach 

algebra which does not have a nonzero separating ideal. Then every 

generalized homomorphism T from 21 into 23 is continuous.

PROOF: Let T : 21 —> 33 be a generalized homomorphism. By 

Lemma 8, 6(T) = 6 is closed bi-ideal in closed subalgebra f】3o gener

ated by the range of T. For every sequence {bn} in 93, let Tn(a) = aan 

and Jln(b) = bbn where T(an) = bn for each n (a € 앴, 6 G 03). Then 

7스 : 21 — 21 and Rn : 23 —> ® are continuous linear operators. Since

(T7三 - HnT)(x) = T(xan) — T(x)bn

= T(a?, an) + T(x)T(an) — T(x)bn

= T(x^an) for each n,

TTn — RnT is continuous for each n. By Lemma 10, there exists N 

such that for all n > TV,

(j?i ... Rn&r =(丘1... RN&r (n > N).

Since 2?i.…Rn6(T) = &(T)bn ...bly 6(T) is a separating ideal, 

hence T is continuous.
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